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CASTING DIRECTOR AARON KAHL  
JOINS  

SLATE CASTING 
 

--  Full service casting company celebrates 6-month anniversary with new 
classes for actors of all levels -- 

 
November 1, 2016 (Boston, MA) --  SLATE CASTING in Boston is celebrating its  
6-month anniversary with the announcement that veteran casting director Aaron Kahl is 
joining the full service casting company.  With office and studio space at Motion Cyc 
Studio, 162 Columbus Avenue in Boston, Slate Casting specializes in casting union and 
non-union talent for industrials, commercials, films, live events, voice overs, web videos, 
theater, print, and real people. 
 
Kahl joins casting directors Ashley Skomurski and Julie Arvedon Knowlton to round out 
a team of professionals dedicated to providing clients with the highest quality talent to 
meet their needs.  “We are thrilled to have Aaron join our casting team,” said Skomurski.  
“He has tremendous experience in casting films, commercials and industrials, and his 
knowledge of the Boston market is unsurpassed.  With a background in production, 
Aaron brings a unique perspective to the business and we are very excited to share his 
expertise with all our clients.” 
 
With an MFA in film from Boston University, Kahl began his career in production 
working on documentaries, but quickly learned he liked actors a lot more than interview 
subjects and made the jump into casting.  Kahl served as an extras casting director for 
several years before transitioning into principals casting, working on regional and 
national commercials, web spots, industrials and feature films.  With two very small 
children of his own, Kahl is well accustomed to kids casting. His recent feature credits 
include associate work on Ted 2, Purge: Election Day, Central Intelligence, and the 
upcoming Bleed For This, and Patriots Day.   
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According to Skomurski, Kahl will also be very involved in the introduction of new 
classes for actors of all levels.  “We have had tremendous success since we first opened 
our doors six months ago,” said Skomurski.  “We recently finished a feature film, have 
cast several short films, numerous commercials, and dozens of industrials, and now we 
are ready to introduce our classes.  Designed to appeal to those just starting out as well as 
to accomplished acting professionals, our classes promise to provide attendees with 
valuable information to help make their Boston audition and acting experience a success.  
Julie, Aaron and I really enjoy working with actors and we are looking forward to 
launching our classes this November.” 
 
For more details about upcoming Slate Casting classes, including the introductory 
‘Before The Slate’ class for those interested in learning everything you need to know 
before going on your first audition, as well as on-camera acting for kids, teenagers and 
adults, visit www.slatecasting.com or call 617-932-7576.   
 
About Slate Casting 
Slate Casting specializes in casting for industrials, commercials, films, live events, voice 
overs, web videos, theater, print, real people, and any other project that requires talent. 
With over 25 years of casting experience in the Boston market, casting directors Ashley 
Skomurski, Julie Arvedon Knowlton and Aaron Kahl, deliver the personalized service, 
expertise, ingenuity and creativity needed to find the right talent for the project. Utilizing 
a new dynamic casting database, Slate Casting provides clients and talent with a cutting 
edge tool to make the casting experience a success from slate to scene.  
www.slatecasting.com 
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